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Section 1: Key Vocabulary
Key Word
Malleable

Ductile
Sonorous
Conductor
Reactivity

State Symbol

Displacement

Metal

Non-metal
Lustrous
Effervescence
Brittle

Definition
Can be bent or hammered
into shape without
shattering
Capable of being stretched
into a thin wire without
becoming weaker
Produces a ringing sound
when struck
Allows heat and electricity
to travel through it easily
The tendency of a
substance to undergo
chemical reaction
State symbols give more
information about the
reactants and products e.g.
s, l, g, aq
When a more reactive
metal replaces a less
reactive metal in a
compound
A solid material which is
typically hard, shiny,
malleable, and ductile, with
good electrical and thermal
conductivity
An element not having the
character of a metal
Shiny
Giving off a gas or bubbles
Shatter when bent or hit
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Section 2: Quick Questions
Where on the
Periodic table are
metals found?

On the left, from
aluminium, germanium,
antinomy and polonium

Do metals have high
or low densities?

Typically, they have high
densities, though a few
can float on water

What do the
different state
symbols stand for?

(s) = solid
(l) = liquid
(g) = gas
(aq) = aqueous (in
solution)

What is the general
equation for the
reaction between
metals and acids?

Meal + Acid  Salt +
Hydrogen

How do we name
salts?

The first part of the
name is from the metal,
the second from the acid

What are the salt
names for common
acids?

Hydrochloric 
chlorides
Nitric  nitrates
Phosphoric  phosphate

What is formed
when a metal reacts
with oxygen?

A metal oxide e.g.
magnesium oxide, calcium
oxide

How can you
compare the
reactivity of
metals?
What happens in a
displacement
reaction?

Either compare the
vigour of their reactions
with acids or water, or
through displacement
reactions
The more reactive metal
is about to displace the
less reactive metal in
the compound

Section 3: Helpful Diagrams
Reactivity series and experiments showing
reactivity

magnesium

+

sulphuric
acid



magnesium
sulfate

+

Hydrogen

Mg

+

H2SO4



MgSO4

+

H2

Section 4: Video Links

